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What is the purpose of 4i member benefits?
It is the ambition of 4iforum that our supporters will offer clear added value to our
supporters. At the centre of all our benefits we want to offer something that will help our
supporters to explore their issues and challenges and lead their thinking in really interesting
directions.

What is the point of 4iforum member benefits?
Whether the benefit is a blog, a discussion forum, discounted services from our disruptors
or a thought leadership white paper, our member benefits aim to provoke new thinking,
offer a different approach to business challenges and where possible help our supporters to
discover next practice.

What 4iforum member benefits are there?
4iforum benefits will grow and develop as 4iforum develops. At the time of writing this
guide (September 2020) we aim to launch:
• Access to experts and thought leaders
• 4iforum blog
• 4i digital library
• Premium blog
• 4iforum white papers
• Talking heads discussion
• Peer discussion forum

Have one on us!
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Access to Experts
What is it?
The 4iforum is designed to give our supporters access to thought leaders and experts in
their field. By participating in our community supporters will have the ability to contribute
towards shaping the future, expand their network and interact with peers, gain insights and
stay abreast of next practice thinking.
How can I access this benefit?
A key component of what the 4iforum way is our approachability. We want to engage with
our supporters and co-journey with them. 4iforum is a place where our experts will signpost
paying supporters as their expertise allows or put them in touch with an associate or
executive team member if necessary.
Most of our contact with the community will be during forums. We provide opportunities
for networking pre- and post-forum using the green room. Our thought leaders and experts
will be present and engage with the supporters in the green room. Supporters may also
reach out via email or chatbot.

What is the point of this benefit?
We want our supporters to know that we are as much a part of the 4iforum community as
they are. Accessibility and approachability make sure we keep grounded and in service to
our supporters rather than taking them for granted.

Access all areas
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4iforum blog
What is it?
The 4iforum blog is an opportunity for our disruptors to communicate information and
share their views on a specific topic or theme. The 4iforum blog will be available to anyone
who visits the 4iforum website. The blog differs from a premium blog. It is our response to
current events and latest trends.
How can I access this benefit?
We aim to release our blog twice weekly, on a Tuesday and Thursday to coincide with our
forums. Although we may have regular contributors, our community of disruptors will also
contribute to the 4iforum blog.

What is the point of this benefit?
Just as you might skim the online news, or find out the latest trends in your industry, we
would like 4iforum to be part of your morning routine.

Something to talk about
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4i digital library
What is it?
The 4iforum digital library is a digital repository of objects that can include texts, images,
audio, video, digital documents or other digital media. The 4iforum digital library will only
be available to our supporters. It is a collection of resources that 4iforum wishes to share
with our supporters because we believe that it has value, relevant and is useful to our
supporters.
The 4iforum digital library will include resources which vary on the spectrum from formal,
such as white papers and tutorials to informal pieces such as how to guides and recorded
dialogues. Library content will either inform, educate or entertain.
How can I access this benefit?
Regular new content will be added which will mean that our supporters will always find
something new in the collection that they have not seen before. It is our intention to record
collaborative forums and produce an edited recording to be added to the digital library,
showing the content delivered by the disruptor.

What is the point of this benefit?
We want the 4iforum blogs digital library to be a useful repository which is valued by our
supporters who wish to find out more information or explore a theme or topic further.

When in doubt, go to the library
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4iforum premium blog
What is it?
The 4iforum premium blog is an opportunity to communicate information where our
disruptors offer specialised knowledge to our supporters. The 4iforum premium blog will
only be available to our supporters. The premium blog differs from the blog. It offers an
exploration of impactful next practice thinking. The premium blog differs from a white
paper. It is an advocational essay offering an exploration of a subject to solve a problem.
The 4iforum premium blog will present useful and next-practice research and information.
It is a deep dive into areas of authority, thought leadership and expertise. It is focused on
the future. Although we may have regular contributors, our community of disruptors may
contribute a premium blog where they can offer thought leadership on a topic or theme.
The choice of topic or theme of a premium blog may result from member questions.
How can I access this benefit?
The premium blog will be published on a monthly basis.

What is the point of this benefit?
We want to offer our supporters access to expertise and next practice thinking.

Adding an edge
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4iforum white papers
What is it?
The 4iforum white papers offer an opportunity to communicate information and research
findings to our supporters where our disruptors offer specialised knowledge to our
supporters. The 4iforum white papers will only be available to our supporters and will be in
our digital library. A white paper differs from a premium blog. It is an inquiry into a topic,
contributing to a body of knowledge and will use current research from respected journals
and thought leaders. It will acknowledge opposing viewpoints or possible contradictions to
clarify a bigger picture.
The 4iforum white papers present useful and next-practice research and information. It a
deep dive into areas of authority, thought leadership and expertise. It is not about current
events but will be focused on the future.
How often?
4iforum aims to published one white paper a quarter.

What is the point of this benefit?
We want 4iforum to offer our supporters access to expertise and next practice thinking.

There is purpose in the writing
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4iforum talking heads discussion
What is it?
The 4iforum talking heads are a recorded conversation between two individuals who give
their opinion about a topic. Talking head discussions will be available to our supporters in
our digital library.
The 4iforum talking head presents useful and next practice thinking. It offers an exchange
of views and opinions from thought leaders and experts. Recognised thought leaders,
outside of 4iforum disruptor network, will also be invited to take part in a talking head
discussion where appropriate. It may be about current events but will reflect a view of what
the future might hold based on that event.
How often?
4iforum aims to published one talking head per month.

What is the point of this benefit?
We want 4iforum to offer our supporters access to expertise and next practice thinking

Spend a lifetime trying to understand
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4iforum peer discussion forum
What is it?
The 4iforum peer discussion forum is an online space designed to facilitate ongoing
interaction and engagement in specific themes and topics aimed at encouraging
participation in the 4iforum member community and collaborative learning.
The 4iforum peer discussion positions our supporters as leaders who are willing to engage in
thinking and learning together. It offers a space where supporters can exchange views,
ideas, best practice, next practice and opinions with other supporters, with the occasional
interaction with a disruptor, thought leader or expert. Peer discussion forum threads
should be informative, entertaining, engaging and aimed at increasing the collective
understanding of 4iforum supporters.
How often?
4iforum peer discussion forums will be developed in response to member needs.
Supporters are encouraged to develop discussion threads on subjects and issues they wish
to explore from a collaborative learning perspective
Each peer discussion forum post should focus on an individual’s opinion and should seek to
disseminate a topic that contribute to supporters’ thinking about a topic. The content of
the peer discussion forum should serve to inquire further into a subject.

What is the point of this benefit?
We want 4iforum to be a community where supporters can gather to think and learn
collaboratively

Independence of mind and freedom of discussion
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4iforum Chat forum
What is it?
The 4iforum chat forum is an online space designed to facilitate after forum interaction and
engagement of specific forum supporters on the specific theme and topics covered during
the dialogue, they have recently taken part in. It is aimed at encouraging ongoing
participation and collective thinking beyond the forum.
The 4iforum chat offers a space where supporters can continue thinking, exchange
perspectives and create insights with other forum supporters.
How often?
4iforum chat forums will be started for each forum cohort so they can continue the dialogue
following their scheduled forum event.
Each chat forum post should focus on an individual’s perspective and should seek to
disseminate a topic that contribute to supporters’ thinking about a topic. The content of
the chat forum should serve to inquire further into a subject than time can allow in
scheduled forum event.

What is the point of this benefit?
We want 4iforum to be a community where supporters can gather to think collectively

Serious chat by smart people
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How to access 4iforum chat forum
Have you heard of Slack? It’s a live chat environment that has changed collaboration in a
dramatic way.
We’ve decided not to adopt Slack for a variety of reasons. We’re instead trialling a concert
of technologies that provides many of the benefits of Slack with more security and
flexibility.

Say hello to Matrix/Riot
4iforum runs its own Matrix homeserver, federated with
other servers all over the world. This is group chat but
decentralised. It allows us to build a structure for the
online community but what you do with it is up to you—
start your own rooms or request to get invited to our
“official” ones.

How to get started
Pick a client: the way you’ll connect
The simplest is to use our Riot chat interface. You’ll find
it at chat.4iforum.com.
You could also download the Android or iOS mobile version of Riot. You’ll need to click
Advanced and specify our homeserver when you log in: disrupt.4iforum.com and you can
read more about the mobile app on the Riot website.

Log in
Your 4iforum website login, created when you became a member should allow you into the
chat server as well. That’s not enough though: many of our Peer Chat Rooms are invite-only,
which means you’ll need to get a current member to invite you. That can of course be
someone on the exec team, so please send us a message on the form below to request an
add to the rooms that are relevant for you.

Let the server backup your keys
As you register your new account on the server, you’ll be advised to create a passphrase and
key. This is a necessary step to make sure that you can always read messages you’ve written
in the past. We advise that you allow your keys to be backed up on the server – they’re
useless without the pieces of data you create during the registration process, so keep those
in a safe file on your computer.

Enjoy the chat!
You’re now free to find other supporters who you might have seen in video forums or on
the discussion forums in this site. Start new rooms and keep the conversation going! Get in
touch with us if you need any help.
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4iforum peer discussion and chat forum rules of conduct
Moderator policy
As a collaborative learning community, all 4iforum supporters are designated moderators of
the peer discussion and chat forums. We are collectively responsible for establishing the
tone of the discussion and chat forums we participate in and guiding the conduct of all
supporters who are participating. This includes;
• Encouraging robust thinking about the forum’s subject or topic
• Remaining inquisitive, suspending judgement
• Maintaining good order throughout the discussion and chat thread
• Ensuring interactions remain on the identified theme or topic of the forum.
• Where necessary notifying 4iforum of postings that breach our rules of conduct.

Post etiquette
No Spam / Advertising / Self-promotion in the forums
4iforum defines spam as unsolicited advertisement for goods, services and/or other web
sites, or posts with little, or completely unrelated content. Do not spam the forums with
links to your site or product, or try to self-promote your website, business or forums etc.
Spamming also includes sending private messages to a large number of different users.
DO NOT ASK for email addresses or phone numbers
Your supporters will be reviewed, and your posts will be deleted.
Do not post copyright-infringing material
Providing or asking for information on how to illegally obtain copyrighted materials is
forbidden.
Do not post offensive posts, links or images
Any material which constitutes defamation, harassment, or abuse is strictly prohibited.
Material that is sexually or otherwise obscene, racist, or otherwise discriminatory is not
permitted on the 4iforum discussion forums. This includes user pictures. Use common sense
while posting.
Do not cross post questions
Please refrain from posting the same question/topic or subject in several discussions or
chats on the forum (see posting guidelines). There is normally one discussion or chat which
is most suitable in which to post your question.
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Do not send private messages to other supporters, asking for help
Do not send private messages outside of the chat to any supporters asking for help. If you
need help, make a new thread in the appropriate discussion then the whole 4iforum
member community or supporters invited to the chat can help and benefit.
Remain respectful of other supporters at all times
All posts should be professional and courteous. You have every right to disagree with your
fellow 4iforum community supporters and explain your perspective.
However, you are not free to attack, degrade, insult, or otherwise belittle them or the
quality of the 4iforum member community. It does not matter what title or power you hold,
as part of the 4iforum community ALL supporters and contributors are expected to obey this
rule.

Posting guidelines
Please search existing discussions first!
There is a pretty good chance that unless you have some really odd or unique problem that
it has been addressed in an existing discussion, please use the forum’s search feature first to
see if there are already some good threads on the subject. It’s easy to search – just click the
“Search” button at the top right of the page.
Describe your topic. Don’t use meaningless topic names
Please post a descriptive topic name, so that it can be easily found in a search. Give a short
summary of your question/issue/theme or topic in the subject title. Do not title your
discussion topic as:
• Help me
• Hello
• Very urgent
• I have a question
Generally, any discussion subject similar to these examples is unacceptable. Just post your
problem or use event forum titles as your subject heading. For example; “How do I manage
staff morale during redundancy?” or “Diversity matters”

General questions
What happens if I break a rule?
If you break a rule, then you will either be warned or banned. A ban of your supporters may
either be temporary or permanent. 4iforum have the right to edit, delete, move or close any
thread or post as they see necessary, without prior warning.
What happens if I see a thread/post which has broken a rule?
Please report the thread/post to help@4iforum.com
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